connecting people – protecting planet

We connect the corporate world and the non-profit community to build together a more inclusive and circular society

Hands — Pallets — Brains — Furniture

20,000 employees involved since 2011

22,000 items transferred since 2013
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Acting for a more inclusive society

- Teams of 5 to 30 corporate volunteers dedicate a full day to providing collective manual support to a non-profit organisation.
- A great opportunity to share and discover the daily life and challenges of Associations.
- On site - Half day or full day - Separate teams or all together - Teams of 6 to 12 in social activities - Up to 30 in nature activities.

Acting for a more circular economy with a nice touch of solidarity

- Business teams of 20 to 80 participants build furniture with recycled wooden pallets for a beautiful "second life" within your premises.
- A specific request for specific furniture to build can be placed upstream with Hu-Bu.
- In the center of Brussels - Volunteers divided into teams of 7 - Professional support by experts

Shared Collective Intelligence

- Virtual Brains is an initiative where the pooling of the skills of business teams generates an innovative collective intelligence making it possible to identify and propose new solutions to the challenges communicated by the associations (positioning, visibility, communication, digitalization, etc.).
- 7 hour workshop - Expert facilitators guiding the brainstorming - Digital tool

A nice well-deserved "Second Life"

- A "Second Life Platform" allows associations and schools to easily reserve quality office supplies at low prices for a great "second life".
- 22,000 items transferred since 2011 thanks to collaborations with more than 150 partner companies.
- The Platform is accessible after registration validated by our partner RELIEVE
- www.relievefurniture.com